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November, and an expression of opinion at Washington was therefore
awaited with considerable anxiety. The statement which was issued
from the White House on the subject was not particularly encourag-
ing, for, although the general tenor of Mr. Hull's speech was approved,
it was suggested that no very important result could be expected
immediately if the policy which he had outlined were adopted. Never-
theless, the fact that Mr. Hull's proposals were not disavowed was
enough to inspire the majority of the delegates at Montevideo with
the hope that the Roosevelt Administration would ask Congressional
approval for what amounted to a revolutionary change in the com-
mercial policy of the United States. On the 15th December, the
Economic Committee of the Pan-American Conference voted unani-
mously1 in favour of the adoption of a tariff declaration on the lines
suggested by Mr. Hull, and on the following day the declaration was
formally adopted by the Conference in plenary session.
In signing this declaration,2 the delegates bound their respective
Governments to subscribe fto the policy and undertaking, through
simultaneous action of the principal nations, of gradually reducing
tariffs and other barriers to mutually profitable movements of goods,
services, and capital between nations \ In particular, the subscribing
Governments, 'while not neglecting unilateral action/ would 'simul-
taneously initiate between and among themselves negotiations for
the conclusion of bilateral or multilateral agreements for the removal
of prohibitions and restrictions and for the reduction of tariff rates to
a moderate level5. The aim of these negotiations would be to secure
* substantial reductions of basic trade barriers and liberalization of
commercial policy . . . and not merely the removal of temporary
and abnormal restrictions and increments imposed for bargaining
purposes5. Among the duties or restrictions the removal of which
was held to be specially desirable were those restricting 'the importa-
tion of particular commodities to less than three to five per centum
of domestic consumption' and those which had been "in effect for a
considerable period of time without having brought about domestic
production equal to fifteen per centum of the total consumption
thereof.
The Governments of the American republics undertook to revive the
convention of 1927 for the abolition of import and export prohibi-
tions3 or to negotiate a new convention for the same purpose.
1	Some countries made reservations in regard to the proposal that all com-
mercial agreements should include an unconditional most-favoured-nation
clause.
2	For the full text, see Documents on International Affairs, 1933.
3	See the Survey for 1929, Part I B, section (i) (6).

